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A.1 ACCOUNT SETUP 

A.1.1 Company Profile 

Features: 

1. Review Account’s information, subscribe package, registration date and expiry date and number of user(s). 

2. Update the company information and registered email. 

3. Upload your company logo. 

 

 

Figure: A.1.a 

A.1.2 Current Financial Year  

A fiscal year (FY) is a period that a company or government uses for accounting purposes and preparing financial 
statements. A fiscal year may not be the same as a calendar year, and for tax purposes, the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) allows companies to be either calendar-year taxpayers or fiscal-year taxpayers. 

Accounting period that can start on any day of a calendar year but has twelve consecutive months (52 consecutive 
weeks) at the end of which account books are closed, profit or loss is computed, and financial reports are prepared for 
filing. It may or may not match a calendar year. Called fiscal year in the US. 
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Figure: A.1.b 

Features: 

 

1. Select your current fiscal year from dropdown list. 

2. You can create new fiscal year by clicking new button. 

3. “Add Financial Year” dialog box will open for create a new fiscal year. 

4. Click [SET AS CURRENT] button for active new financial year. 

 

A.1.3 Account Integration 

 

Figure: A.1.c 
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Features: 

1.    Accounts integration is an important setup when you are using autointegration mode to true. Real-time mode  

       enables you to integrate with accounts to the others SABP products. 

2.    SABP automatically setup default integration account. But the company admin/authorize accountant should  

       create the appropriate chart of accounts and integrate with those accounts.  

3.    Each branch must be integrated separately with the same or different account number. C 

4.    Cash in hand integration account will react with the following cash transactions : 

a. Cash sales invoice. 

b. Cash sales return 

c. Cash payment voucher.  

d. Cash receipt voucher. 

e. Cash transfer/deposit. 

5.    Following activities are affected with Cash at Bank integration account:  

      a. When a payment voucher issued against cheque or wire transfer. 

     b. When a receipt voucher issued against cheque or wire transfer.  

8.    "Inventory (Stock in Hand)" integration account will react when new stocks will receipt or issue stocks. 

9.    Internal goods transfer integration will affect when goods will transfer from one warehouse to the others or  

       one branches to the other branches and stores. 

10.  Cash, credit, and cost of sales integration will react when any sales and return invoice will issue. 

 

A.1.4 VAT/Tax Setup 

 

Figure: A.1.d 

 

1. Add your VAT registration number which will print on your invoice. 

2. Add purchase and sales VAT ratio. (It will automatically include on your invoices. 

3. Save the new information 

 

A.2 Upload Master Data 

A.2.1 Upload master data using CSV file 
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Figure: A.2.a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Downlod Exel File > Fill Data > Save As CSV (Comma Delimited)> Choose CSV > Upload 

 

Figure: A.2.b 

Upload master data using CSV file. Follow the steps. 

1. Download data table format (excel file). 

2. Fill the mandatory column (Mandatory columns are mark as * on column headers). 

3. Carefully read all instruction placed on a top row in the spreadsheet.   

a. Delete instruction part (top of the header column) 
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4. Save As CSV (comma delimited) 

5. Click [Choose CSV] button and select your .CSV file   

6. Click [Upload] button. 

7. Record will skip when any mandatory fields are not field properly. 

8. Upload will terminated or fail if fill any alpha character found in numeric field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.3 Users & Privileges 

A.3.1 Create new user(s) 

If you have more than one employee working in your accounts department, you can create multiple users to have 

access to SABP ERP. Having individual user means you can assign people different roles from read only to full 

access. If required, you can also restrict users’ access to certain areas of ERP management. 
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Figure A.3.a 

1. Create a user name and password 

2. Select user type (Admin user can access all) 

3. Select user default branch. 

4. Allow a discount limit for that user.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.3.2 Edit User Information 

Admin user has an access to add, edit or delete a user and grant access roles. 
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Figure: A.3.b 

 

A.3.3 Access & Privileges 

 

Figure: A.3.c 

 

1. Select  a user from dropdown list 

2. Select modules or report from available item list, 
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3. Click privilege button for give access.  

4. Select privilege item from privilege items list one by one and check and uncheck user access role. 

5. Click the Grant Button. 

A.4 Branch/Project/Cost Center 

A.4.1 Branch/Project/Cost Center 

Create unlimited branch, project or cost center. Each branch maintain its work separately but all branches are centralized. 

Management or finance department can maintain all branches in one location. 

Also organization can create branch as project or cost center. 

 

Figure: A.4.a 

 

1. Click new button 

2. Type branch name in English or native. 

3. Fill address telephone, fax and email (Optional) 

4. Save file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.4.2 View all branches list 
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Figure: A.4.b 

A.4.3 Invoice and invoice pattern setup 

 

Figure: A.4.c 

Features: 

1. Create a new branch in Create branch tab section. Create unlimited branch/project/store. 

2. Click on invoice setup tab  

3. Setup sales and the other Invoices initial number. 

4. Choose your favorite invoice pattern. 

 

A.5 Branch Navigate 
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A.5.1 Navigate branch.  

User will login his default branch but he can navigate to the other branches if he has navigation access privilege.  

 

Figure: A.5.a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Inventory & Accounts Payable (AP) 

B.1.1 Product List 
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Figure: B.1.a 

Fill all the necessary fields. Select brand, category and unit from dropdown list, for add new brand, category and unit in 

dropdown list click       [new button], a new popup window will appear as shown below [Figure: B.1.b]. You can remove 

any selected brand category or unit by using delete button. 

                                                                         

Figure: B.1.b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Product Type] 
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Select your appropriate product type from dropdown list as shown in [Figure: B.1.c]. It will segregate the 

products. Remember [IMPORTED] & [RAW MATERIALS (IMPORTED)] will available only in Shipment Receipt and 

[LOCAL] & [RAW MATERIALS(LOCAL)] in General Goods Receipt Module.  

 

Figure: B.1.c 

 

 [Method] 

 

Figure: B.1.d 

Choose your appropriate method, FIFO (First in First Out), LIFO (Last in First Out] or FEXP (First Expired). 

Add opening stock in multiple cost. 

 

Figure: B.1.e 

 

 

 

B.2.1 Supplier’s Details 
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Figure: B.2.a 

Features:  

1. Register new supplier account 

2. Payable A/C# is mandatory field when integration mode is real time.  

3. Add unpaid opening invoices. Total opening will display in opening balance field. 

4. Review suppliers’ outstanding balance. See Figure: B.2.b.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B.2.2 Accounts Payable (Suppliers outstanding balance) 
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Figure: B.2.b 

B.3.1 General Goods Receipt 

General goods receipt is stock receipt process, it is use when goods purchase from domestic source.  

 

Figure: B.3.a 

 

B.3.2 Create new, edit or delete receipt. 
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Figure: B.3.b 

Select product code: 

1. Scan product code using barcode scanner or type barcode number 

2. Select from the dropdown list box show figure B.3.c 

3. Only those item codes are allowed which product type are Local or Raw Materials (Local). Review 

 

 

               Figure: B.3.c 

 

                                                                                   Figure: B.3.d 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Click         button for open search window shown as figure B.3.d. 
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B.3.3 Receipt Output   

 

Figure: B.3.e 

 

 

 

B.3.4 Posted to the Accounts Journal 
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Figure: B.3.f 

When you receive the goods you ordered your stock level increases. Based on the cost price of your stock, a proposed 

purchase invoice value is calculated. This will be recorded in a suspense liability G/L account. It is modifiable when 

unposted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B.4.1 Goods Return 
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Goods return (return outwards) vouchers has prepared against the good receipt voucher, shown in figure: B.4.a.  

Returns products will select from the receipt list. It can be return full quantity or partial. 

  

Figure: B.4.a 

 

Figure: B.4.b 
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B.4.2 Post to Journal Account

 

Figure: B.4.c 

When a goods return has issued the stock level go to decreases and in a suspense liability G/L account will be affected.   

B.5.1 LC Account  

A letter of credit is a letter from a bank guaranteeing that a buyer's payment to a seller will be received on time and for the 

correct amount. In the event that the buyer is unable to make payment on the purchase, the bank will be required to cover 

the full or remaining amount of the purchase. 

 

Figure: B.5.a 
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B.5.2 Record new LC Account  

 

Figure: B.5.b 

B.6.1 Landed Cost Management 

 

Figure: B.6.a 
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B.6.2 Calculate new LCM 

Landed Cost Management enables you to manage estimated and actual landed cost for an item purchased from a 

supplier. Using SABP Landed Cost Management you can determine the "real" costs associated with acquiring items 

including insurance, transportation, handling, storage costs, container fees, and import or export charges. 

 

Figure: B.6.b 

Calculate a LCM value: 

1. Select a LC number from dropdown list. 

2. A sequential LCM No automatically created. 

3. Select LCM date. 

4. Invoice amount, bank currency and bank currency rate will automatically appear when select LC number. 

5. Add your direct expenses. 

6. LCM value will start process when insert any direct expenses.  
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B.7.1 Shipment Account 

Shipment receipt is good receipt module when goods imported from foreign source. 

 

Figure: B.7.a 

B.7.2 Shipment Receipt 

 

Figure: B.7.b 

Features: 

1. Shipment receipt is prepared under a LC Number. 

2. Only Imported & Raw materials (Imported) items are available in shipment list. Review [Figure: B.1.b]. 

3. Landed Cost Management (LCM) Number and value will automatically read from LCM file. 

4. Receipt goods as per invoice value (foreign currency). 
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5. Currency will automatically convert to local currency. 

B.8.1 Internal Goods Transfer 

 

Figure: B.8.a 

B.8.2 Issue Transfer

 

Figure: B.8.b 
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Features: 

1. Transfer from your present branch/store/warehouse 

2. Select a branch (transferee ) from dropdown list 

3. It will generate two transfer number by sequence, one for transferor branch and the other for transferee. 

4. Scan or type a barcode number or click search button to find your product. 

5. Fill the transfer quantity. 

6. Transfer quantity will replace by available quantity when required quantity is insufficient. 

7. Transfer will refuse when stock value is zero. 

B.9.1 AP Batch Entry 

Batches are groups of transactions that share the same batch number and batch date. Each transaction  

has its own entry number, vendor number, date, and details. The system will also allow the user to enter transactions 

individually 
 

 

Figure: B.9.a 
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B.9.2 Create New Batch Entry 

 

Figure: B.9.b 

B.9.3 AP Batch to Journal  

 

Figure: B.9.c 
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B.10.1 Payment Voucher 

 

Figure: B.9.d 

 

 Payment voucher only issue against a supplier.  

 Select a voucher type (Pay/Refund) 

 Select a supplier. 

 All unpaid invoices will appear. 

 If it pay in cheque the cheque details section will be enabled. 

 Fill the cheque details. 

 Insert payment amount. 

 Double click on unpaid invoices or check the auto select check box for automatically  

select invoices followed by date order. 

 Payment can be paid full or partial. 

 Paid invoices are automatically remove form the unpaid invoice list. 
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B.11.1 Accounts Payable Report (Outstanding Balance) 

 

Figure: B.11.a 

 

 Review supplier outstanding balance. 
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B.11.2 Accounts Payable Report (Unpaid Invoices) 

 

Figure: B.11.b 

 Review all unpaid invoices 

B.12.1 Inventory Report 

 

Stock Report 
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Figure: B.12.a 

 Instant inventory checker. 

 Filter by brand and category. 

 Search products 

 Double click on a product for popup details view. See Figure: B.12.b 

 

Figure: B.12.b 
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B.12.2 Inventory (Goods Received and Issued [FIFO/FIFO Method]) 

 

Figure: B.12.c 

 Goods received-issued report for each receipt document. 

 Double click on a stock for the details of issue. See figure: B.12.b 

 

Figure: B.12.d 
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B.12.3 Inventory (Reorder point) 

 

Figure: B.12.e 

 The reorder point (ROP) is the level of inventory which triggers an action to replenish that particular inventory 

stock. It is a minimum amount of an item which a firm holds in stock, such that, when stock falls to this amount, 

the item must be reordered. 

B.12.4 Inventory (Aging Report) 

 

Figure: B.12.f 
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 This section describes the layout of the Inventory Aging Report. Based on the age of the inventories available in 

the warehouse, the Inventory Aging Report displays one or more of the columns (current, 31-60 days, 61-90 days 

and over 90 days). 

 

B.12.5 Inventory (Product Expiry) 

 

Figure: B.12.g 

 A product that has passed its shelf life might still be safe, but quality is no longer guaranteed. Storekeeper easily 

shoot out the expired product and take it out.  
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B.13.1 Inventory Valuation Report (Weighted Average Cost) 

 

Figure: B.13.a 

B.12.2 Inventory Valuation Report (Received-issued [FIFO/LIFO Method]) 

 

Figure: B.13.b 
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C. SALES & ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

C.1.1 Customers List 

 

Figure: C.1.a 

 Click new button for register a customer (button will convert to [Save] button) 

 Fill the necessary fields 

 Customers name, credit period and credit limits are mandatory fields. 

 For adding opening balance click button marked beside the opening balance text box. 

 Add all unpaid invoices for the selected customer. 

 Click save button 
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C.1.2 Accounts Receivable (Customers outstanding balance) 

 

Figure: C.1.b 

C.2.1 Salesmen 

 

Figure: C.2.a 
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C.3.1 Quotation 

 

Figure: C.3.a 

C.4.1 Delivery Note 

 

Figure: C.4.a 
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A delivery note is a document that accompanies a shipment of goods, providing the description, unit, and quantity of the 

goods included in the delivery. 

In some cases, a copy of the delivery note is signed by the recipient and then returned to the seller or consignor as proof 

of delivery. 

 

C.5.1 Credit Sales Invoices 

 

Figure: C.5.a 
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C.5.2 Issued a Credit Sales Invoices 

 

Figure: C.5.b 

 Click new button. 

 Select customer from dropdown list. 

 Select a salesman.   

 Select [Direct] for create invoice direct. 

 Select [Delivery] for create invoice  

form delivery note. 

 If invoice create from delivery note 

select delivery note numbers from the  

Delivery popup list                                                  Figure: C.5.c 
 Click Generate Invoice link button. 

 Direct invoice is flexible for edit/modify/delete any portion.                                                  Figure: C.5.d 
 Scan a barcode or type barcode number or select from the dropdown list 

 A search list window will appear when insert a wrong barcode number or click the search button. 

 Search list window display the barcode number, description, stock quantity and sale price. Figure: C.5.e  

 You can only change the price when invoice created rom Delivery note.  

 It is not allowed to change any quantity or item code. 

 Select type [Retail] or [Wholesale] from dropdown list. 

 Invoice will retrieve price from the item list. 

 Price can be increase from the registered price but can’t reduce.  

 System user has allowed to pay discount as per his sales discount limitation see Figure: A.3.a. 

If a user permitted to pay 5% discount then he can only pay discount up to 5%. 

 Quantity will not allow to sale more than the stock available in the store. 
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Figure: C.5.e 

C.6.1 Credit Sales Return 

Sales return or return inward is prepare when a customer return any goods, return invoice issued against a sales invoice.   

 

Figure: C.6.a 
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 Select a sales invoice  

 Click the button for retrieve sales invoice. 

 Select the items one by one by using double click. 

 When done close the sales invoice. 

 Change the quantity for partial return or leave the same if full return. 

 Discount will calculate automatically as per sales invoice. 

 

C.7.1 Cash Sales Invoices 

 

Figure: C.7.a 

 

Cash sales invoice and cash sales return content same feature as credit sales invoice.  

Different between Cash and Credit sales invoice: 

 Credit sales invoice is prepare on a registered customer but cash sales invoice issued on non-registered 

customer. 

 Credit sales invoice, customer select from a dropdown list but in cash sales invoice customer name write by 

manual. 

 Customer field is mandatory in credit invoice but not mandatory in cash invoice. 

 Credit invoice maintain a customer account but the cash invoice don’t have any customer account. 

 A receipt voucher will issue against a credit invoice. 
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C.8.1 Receipt Voucher 

 

Figure: C.8.a. 

 Receipt voucher only issue against a Customer.  

 Select a voucher type (Receipt/Refund) 

 Select a customer. 

 All unpaid invoices will appear. 

 If pay by cheque the cheque details section will be enabled. 

 Fill the cheque details. 

 Insert payment amount. 

 Checked auto select check box for auto select invoice followed by date order or double click on unpaid invoices. 

 Receipt voucher can be issued against full or partial payment. 

 Fully paid invoices are automatically remove form the unpaid invoice list. 
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C.9.1 Batch Entry (Accounts Receivable) 

 

Figure: C.9.a 

"Batch Entry" is a function that will let the user enter Accounts Payable transactions in a bunch. The system will also allow 

the user to enter transactions individually 
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C.10.1 Sales Report (Cash Sales) 

 

Figure: C.10.a 

C.10.2 Sales Report (Credit Sales) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: C.10.b 
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C.11.1 Accounts Receivable (Customers outstanding balance) 

 

Figure: C.11.a 

C.11.2 Accounts Receivable (Unpaid invoices) 

 

Figure: C.11.b 
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D. Cash Control 

One of a company's most important accounts is their cash account. It is also the most vulnerable to fraudulent activity. 

Because of this, companies need to make sure that they have adequate cash controls in place.  

What is cash control? 

 Cash control is a way to monitor credit, collection, cash allocation and disbursement policies, as well as invoicing 

functions. 

Internal Control 

 It is very important that a company put into place guidelines for managing the cash account. 

Example for a retail store. Each employee is given a copy of the company's policies and procedures manual. 

Management has the following instructions on cash management in this manual: 

1. Cash is to be removed from register at the end of shift. 
2. Cash register attendant will run the daily sales report and take the cash and the report to the accounting 

assistant. 
3. The accounting assistant will verify the cash sales for the day, and prepare and make the daily deposit. 
4. The accounting assistant will then give the deposit slip and a copy of the daily sales report to the staff 

accountant. 
5. The staff accountant will record the deposit in the accounting system. 
6. The accounting assistant will enter all bills into the accounting system and file the bills in the appropriate 

location in the office of the staff accountant. 

SABP Cash Control System will manage all the activities at once. 

D.1 Cash Revenue 

D.1.1 Bank Account 

 

Figure: D.1.a 
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 Open a bank account for deposit your cash  

 Click new button to add a new account information 

 Select Bank  

 If bank name is not available in dropdown list add new bank name.  

 Under the bank fill the account information fields 

 Account number is mandatory field  

 Select account number from the popup account lists. 

 

D.1.2 Collector Account 

 

Figure: D.1.b 

Cash collector can be a supervisor or accountant. Collector collect the cash from the source of cash sales 

revenue.  
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D.1.3 Revenue Transfer 

 

Figure: D.1.c 

D.1.4 Cash Revenue Statement 

Cash revenue statement show the daily cash collection and balance in hand. End of the day or a certain period 

cash will deposit to the bank or collect by the collector.   
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Figure: D.1.d 

 

D.2 Petty Cash 

Petty cash is a small amount of cash on hand that is used for paying small amounts owed, rather than writing a 
check. Petty cash is also referred to as a petty cash fund. The person responsible for the petty cash is known as 
the petty cash custodian. 
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D.2.1 Petty Cash Holder Account (Petty Cash Custodian) 

 

Figure: D.2.a 

Create a petty cash custodian as follows: 

 Click [New] button 

 Select an account number form chart of account to integrate with accounting system. 

 Type petty cash holder name. 

 Save the data. 
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D.2.2 Petty Cash Expenses Code 

 

Figure: D.2.b 

D.2.3 Petty Cash Issued (Custodian received amount) 

 

Figure: D.2.c 
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D.2.4 Petty Cash Expenses 

 

Figure: D.2.d 

 

Petty cash full procedure are start from D.2.1 and end D.2.4 discussed as follows: 

 Create a petty cash holder account (Custodian account) D.2.1 

 Finance manager or authorize person will Issue a cash amount for daily expenses. D.2.3 

 Petty cash holder will maintain his petty cash account and entry the daily expenses. 

 If petty cash expenses code are not available, he/she will contact to the admin for create a new expenses code 

(referred D.2.2 ) 

 Total expenses and balance amount will show instantly. 

 When balance will become insufficient or empty, close the petty cash using [Close Petty Cash] button. 

 Petty cash number will change by the next available number. 

 Balance amount will forward to the new patty cash. 

 Procedure will cycle again from D.3.3. 
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E. Accounts 

E.1.1 Chart of Accounts 

 

Figure: E.1.a 

The chart of accounts is a listing of all accounts used in the general ledger of an organization. The chart is used 

by the accounting software to aggregate information into an entity's financial statements. The chart is usually 

sorted in order by account number, to ease the task of locating specific accounts.  

 

SABP using 9 digit account number, first 6 digits are uses for header and last 3 digit for details. 

 

How to create a new chart of account? 

 Click the          Button. 

 New popup window will appear, see figure:  
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Header Account 

 

Figure: E.1.b 

 Create a Header Account. 

 Select branch/cost center from dropdown list 

 Select account classification from dropdown list 

 

Figure: E.1.c 

 

 Char of Accounts are classified by eight categories and each classification has a number.  

 Classification number is the first digit for an account number 

 Each account can be create one main head and two sub head. 

 5 digits are using for header account. 
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 Main head can be create up to 99 for each classification. 

 Main head from 01000 -99000 (up to 99) 

 Sub head from 01010-01990 (up to 99) 

 Under sub head 01011-01019 (up to 9 ) 

 

 

Example: 

 

Figure: E.1.d 

 

Details Account 

 

Figure: E.1.e 

Example:  
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Figure: E.1.f 

 

How to modify your chart of account? 

 Select account 

 Click on        edit button. 

 Editing popup window will display. 

 

Figure: E.1.g 

 

 Change the necessary fields, 

 Save. 

 

How to check GL (General Ledger) from chart of account? 

 Select an account (Details only)  

 Click on       GL button. 
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E.2.1 Journal Account 

 

Figure: E.2.a 

How to create a Journal Account? 

 Click [New] button 

 Choose Reference type [JR] Journal, [BK] Bank or [CH] Cash 

 

Figure: E.2.b 

 

 Type a reference no  

 Enter your journal data. 

 Unposted Journal can be edited or deleted and it will not effect in GL account. 

 Post the journal 
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E.2.2 Journal Output 

 

Figure: E.2.c 

 

E.3.1 Budget Control 

Budgetary control refers to how well managers utilize budgets to monitor and control costs and 

operations in a given accounting period. In other words, budgetary control is a process for managers 

to set financial and performance goals with budgets, compare the actual results, and adjust 

performance, as it is needed. 
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Figure: E.3.a 

E.3.2 Create Budget 
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Figure: E.3.b 

 

E.4.1 Inquiry Registry 

 

Figure: E.4.a 
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E.5.1 Bank Reconciliation 

 

 

 

E.5.2 Adjustment Account 
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E.5.3 Bank Rectification Error 
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